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Success Criteria
Year 3

• I can dribble the ball with some control.

• I can move with a ball towards goal with increasing control.

• I understand my role as an attacker and as a defender.

Year 4

• I can dribble the ball with increasing control.

• I can use simple tactics to help my team score.

• I can help my team keep possession and score points when I play in attack.

YEAR 3/4

Hockey
Lesson 5

Learning Objective
To develop dribbling to beat a defender.

https://www.getset4pe.co.uk/
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Handy Hints
Use a pull technique to move a defender.

Move into space near to your goal.

Equipment
Cones x 40

Hockey Stick x 30

Team bands x 15

Tennis Balls x 10

Stretches for Games Document
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Warm Up and Introduction
10 Mins

3 minute movement:
Pupils are going to move around the outside of the teaching space for 3 minutes. Pupils can choose to run, jump, skip, side step or hop but they must keep moving for the entire 3

minutes.

Tell the pupils to conisder the pace at which they move. They need to move at a pace that they can maintain.

Make this harder by increasing the time to 4 or 5 minutes.

 
Stretches:
Lead the pupils through some stretches. 

Teacher note: use the resource card to help you. 
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Skill Development
30 Mins

Pass the defender:
In groups of three with one hockey stick each, three cones and one ball between them. Pupils stand 10m apart with three cones spread out in a line between them. Two pupils begin at

one end cone, one behind the other with the ball. The other pupil begins at the other end cone. 

A The pull: The first pupil dribbles to the cone in the middle, pulls the ball from left to right and then dribbles on to the next person. Encourage the pupils to also pull right to left.

Turn the stick to change the direction of the ball. Accelerate after changing direction.

Make the competition harder by increasing a teams target number.

Make the competiton easier by decreasing the distance between the cones.
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B The spin around: Pupils dribble up to the cone in the middle, turn their back to the cone, and spin off to either side, pulling the ball around with them.

Keep your body crouched and spin (drag) the ball away from cone. Wide stance to maintain good balance (in a game this would also keep the defender further away from the

ball). Accelerate after changing direction.

C Repeat the activity, replacing the cone in the middle with one pupil who will act as the defender. The two other pupils begin one behind the other. Pupils take it in turns to dribble up

to the defender, attempt to get past them, around the end cone and then back to the start. After a few turns swap the defender.

Encourage the pupils to vary the speed at which they approach the defenders.

 
Dribble, shoot:
In groups of three with one ball between them and one hockey stick each. One pupil begins with the ball, one pupil is the defender and the other is a goalkeeper. The pupil with the ball is

an attacker who starts 5m away from the defender. The defender is only allowed to move sideways between two cones approx. 6m apart and is not allowed to tackle. The attacker must

dribble up to the defender and try to dribble past them. Once past the defender, the attacker can try to score past the goalkeeper who is standing in a goal. 

Rotate positions after a few minutes. 

Encourage the pupils to attempt both the pulll and the spin around to beat the defender. 

Remind the pupils that they need to change their speed and direction to beat a defender. 

Make this harder by allowing the defender to tackle or make the space between the cones smaller.
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3v3:
In groups of six, pupils play three against three. Each team creates a goal using two cones, approx. 4m apart.

Ask the pupils to each choose one pupil from the opposition to defend. Pupils are only allowed to tackle the pupil they have chosen to defend. Start the game with a bully off.

Teacher note: a bully off is used to restart a game after a stoppage. Two opposing players stand with the ball between them and alternately touch their sticks on the ground and against

each other before attempting to stike the ball.

Rules:

Feet - The ball cannot touch your feet
Sticks - The stick cannot be held higher than waist height
Tackles - Only one player can tackle at a time

Talk to the pupils about the importance of playing to the rules and being honest if they make an error. At the end of the game shake hands and say 'well played'.
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Encourage the pupils to use a pull or spin around to get past the defender. 

Move in to space near to your goal.

Make a quick decision about whether to pass or dribble.

Make this easier by increasing the size of the goal.

Make this harder by specifying a set number of passes to be made before they can shoot.
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Plenary
5 Mins

Ask the pupils what can they do to outwit a defender? 

Can you think of a time when you were successful or unsuccessful at beating your defender? Why do you think this was?

Can they identify someone in their game who played honestly and fairly. What did they do to demonstrate this behaviour and what was the impact of this on the game?


